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Electronic logging is replacing the paper logs used in the control rooms and
experimental halls at many facilities. TJNAF has used electronic logging long
enough to have developed an appreciation for the strengths of electronic
logging, and long enough to discover the potential weaknesses. I was recently
tasked with investigating the requirements for converting one of our few
remaining paper logs to an electronic format. This log contains more legally
sensitive material than any of our existing elogs. The issues that were
revealed have applicability to all electronic logging. In this paper I will
discuss the concept of electronic logging, explore electronic recordkeeping’s
strengths and weaknesses, and solutions to its problems. An understanding of




The ability to utilize electronic logbooks can fundamentally change the way in which the day-to-day
information concerning accelerator operations is delivered to the persons requiring this data. Not very
long ago, at just about every accelerator site, summarized operational data on accelerator machinery
was recorded on paper and kept in logbooks. These books were typically stored in the control rooms, to
be eventually archive in an on-site, or off-site records depository. This material had a very limited
distribution. It was only available to personnel with access to the control station. Most of the time its
primary purpose was as a short-term record to assist in the transmittal of information during change of
operational responsibilities at shift turnover. Some of this information had long-term value, which is
why such logbooks are retained.
In the last five or six years a revolution has taken place. Electronic record keeping has changed
the way operational logs are used, the kinds of information recorded in them and even who can create
these records. It has solved old problems in new ways, but created new problems unique to the
electronic media. 
 
2. OVERVIEW AND DEFINITIONS 
 
Machine operating records can generally be divided into two types: raw data and summarized data.
Raw data was most often previously recorded on strip charts or magnetic tape. Operators, system
specialists and experimenters wrote summarized data in logbooks. The move to electronic control
systems has resulted in a new way to keep raw machine data through the use of archivers and other
methods. In many cases magnetic tape is still used to preserve raw data, though the specific tape format
may be different from that previously used. The move to electronic logbooks, to replace the paper
machine operating logs, has come at a slower pace. Some installations were early adopters of the
electronic log concept. Fermilab and Jefferson Lab both moved to electronic logging in the mid to late
nineties. Other installations have been slower to move from paper and pen to electronic logs. 
Part of the reluctance to move to this new medium has been the lack of packaged software to
meet the needs of the operations staffs. The typical machine-operating log includes graphs, pictures,
and tabular data of various kinds. The primary purpose of this data is to facilitate the passage of
information from one shift to the next. At first glance each installation might seem to have unique
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needs. A deeper look will show that the basics of electronic logging are applicable to almost all
facilities. 
There are several ways to describe electronic logging applications. As computer software these
programs typically consist of several discrete components. There are client applications for input to the
log. A server application receives input from the client applications and processes the data, creating the
log records. A log reader application gives users access to the saved records.
Another component should be included in any modern electronic logging scheme. This
component is a Record Management Application. The Record Management Application allows
electronic records to be managed in a way similar to the way paper records are managed. The difference
between a log reader and an RMA is that a Record Management Application allows the archivist or
record manager to manipulate the metadata that should be included with every log record. 
What is metadata? Metadata is data about data. Who created the record and when are examples
of metadata? Metadata is also information such as how long the record must be maintained, what kind
of format the record has, who is responsible for maintaining the record and whether or not the record is
a vital record. Some of this data should be visible to the casual user, and so will be included in data that
can be read with the log display program. Other fields will only be visible, and should only be
manipulated by a Record Management Application. Like the log reader application the RMA should
not be capable of changing the record itself.
The RMA should help insure that the record format and media has persistence. That is that the
log will not become inaccessible as the machines and media that it uses are replaced by newer
technology.
 
3. DEPLOYMENT OF AN ELECTRONIC LOGGING SYSTEM 
 
A comprehensive plan to deploy an electronic logging system should start with determination of the
capabilities necessary for the system. Fermilab’s requirements, as posted on their Medusa website,
gives a practical list of needs that would fit just about every facility. Indeed though our solution at
Jefferson Lab is different than the one chosen by Fermilab, our requirements are remarkably the same.
The list of preferences included:
• Start of shift; includes shift roster, day/date and type of shift automatically filled in. 
• Logbook entry; includes timestamp, author initials. 
• Ability to enter graphic files easily. Comments to accompany graphics should be included. 
• Entire shift viewable from one page, scrollable if necessary. 
• End of shift; includes end of shift numbers and summary. 
• Table of Contents. TOC will include hyperlinks to actual logbook files. 
• Search capabilities to search within dates specified or through entire year of logbook files.
Search results will include
• hyperlinks to actual logbook files. 
• Ability to add comments to an entry. 
• Must be hosted from reliable machine with UPS and automated backups
The first step in the deployment of a system as complex as an electronic logging system is to start
with a requirements document. The document should list the general requirements all electronic logs at
the site must adhere to and the specific requirements for the particular log in question. This will be
mandated by the equipment or system involved. Programming hooks by which the log can be accessed
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by external applications must be included. Possible external client applications, which might need to
transfer information to the electronic log, include web-based browser applications for posting entries,
and accelerator machine-specific applications that include autologging. Technical requirements for the
client and server applications should be specified. The questions should be asked: What kind of
platform will each be run on? What kind of error handling and fault tolerance is allowed or required?
The requirements for the Record Management Application should be included, to insure the long-term
availability of the information. 
Finally, criteria for acceptance of the software must be included in the requirements document.
This is necessary whether the software is to be purchased commercially, written in-house or contracted
out. As we have found at Jefferson Lab one undiscovered flaw can bring the whole logging system to a
halt, making the creation of new entries impossible or even making the entire log inaccessible to users.
Once criteria have been set, the decision must be made about procurement. Until 1998 all
logging programs had to be created in-house. There were quite simply no applications available
commercially. In 1997 the U.S. Department of Defense issued their Design Standard for Electronic
Records Management Software Applications [DOD 5015.2-STD] Ref. [1]. Included was a set of
criteria, by which a commercial vender could have their software certified to meet 5015.2 standards.
In the United States the DOD is the big dog on the block. They have a massive budget and they
generate enough of a market for vendors to create applications just for DOD use. The rest of us can
benefit from this market. Commercial electronic record applications are now available. The cost is
much less than that of custom written applications and sometimes even competitive with in-house code




No matter whether an integrated or dispersed solution is decided upon, all logs start on the client side.
At Jefferson Lab we have a dispersed system. By that I mean that any number of different applications













The most common method to create an elog from the CEBAF control room is through the use of the tcl/
tk program dtlite. The dtlite Graphical User Interface (GUI) is actually a window to a suite of similar,
but specialized, logging client applications. The dtlite application can be used to make entries in several
logbooks. Multiple logbooks can be selected so that the same entry can be entered in both the E-log (for
the CEBAF machine) and CHL (Central Helium Liquefier) log, for example. A selection of other
functions is also available from a variety of pull down menus. These include a spelling checker.
Special log formats can be selected for Downtime accounting log entries, Tunetime accounting
log entries, as well as NEWTS Maintenance Tracking entries, which create both a log entry and a
maintenance request. Helper applications, which either invoke an autologging function or open up a
different kind of logging helper application, can also be started by selection from a pull down menu. 
Using these tools, tables and lists can be generated for inclusion in the log. Documents on paper
can even be fed into a scanner and included as a graphic in a log entry. Up to two on screen graphics can
be captured from the terminal where dtlite is being run. This allows the inclusion of graphics showing









Manual elogs can also be entered using a web based entry form, without any of the special features
available from dtlite. Logs entered using the web based interface are identified by the phrase ‘This entry
was created by the WWW interface’ appended to the log entry. This method of log entry is most often
used by personnel outside the control station to convey information to all who read the various
electronic logs.
 
4.3 Crew Chief Stamp
 
If we review the Fermilab requirements also we see that the first requirement is ‘Start of shift; includes
shift roster, day/date and type of shift automatically filled in.’ JLab has the same requirement. The Crew
Chief Stamp is used to accomplish this. This is a separate tkl/tk application that provides a form to the





Crew Chief Stamp tcl/tk application
 
4.4 Beam Operations Objective Monitor
 
BOOM, The Beam Operations Objective Monitor is a program that measures the amount of time that
the accelerator is delivering usable beam to the Halls. BOOM also counts the number of Fast Shutdown
faults during the shift. BOOM categorizes the machine state, and the state of each experimental hall as
UP, DOWN, TUNE or OFF. Time spent doing daily or weekly system checks can also be accounted for.
At the end of the shift BOOM makes an automatic log entry with these numbers tabulated and
gives a list of each Fast Shut Down (FSD) trip, which caused beam to terminate. These numbers are














Autologs are created by machine control applications to document specific actions such as bypassing
RF cavities, or cycling magnets. No operator action is required to initiate these elogs, the action itself
























5. THE MISSING PIECES: FILE CONVERSION APPLICATION AND RECORD 
MANAGEMENT APPLICATION
 
Jefferson Lab’s electronic logging system was not so much revolutionary as evolutionary. It was not
created as an integrated logging system, but rather evolved from individual parts. No requirements
document was ever written. In many cases no central coordinating force was in place. This has resulted
in problems that could have been avoided had a design plan been in place from the very beginning.
Several bad design decisions were made during the initial implementation. As designed each
client application creates its own log entry. Log time and date are used to create the log record filename.
Resolution of time is at one second. The result of this design is that if two users or two autologging
client applications or a combination of users and autologging applications attempt to post a log at the
same second the system rolls over and dies. At that point intervention by a computer system




Present TJNAF elog System
 
The log record structure design was also not correctly implemented. The file is structured so that
what should be metadata is embedded in the log record. One of the pieces of information that should be
metadata is the log entry number. This number is assigned based upon the previous log number by an
applet that transfers the Entry Number from a file, augments the number by 1 and then rewrites the file.
It is possible for the application to become confused if two programs attempt to access it in the same
second, resulting in either multiple entries with the same number, or no number.
The resulting file is then written to a temporary directory. This is the source of the time/date file
resolution problem. Files are named based on the date and time in the format: YearMonthDayTime
(001208142315.html) to a one second resolution. If two applications attempt to create a file with the
same name the system does not elegantly handle the file collision. 
The file sits in the temporary directory waiting for the Harvester application to empty the
directory. It does this approximately every ten minutes. The Harvester application takes all the files in
the temporary directory, creates a structure of directories based on days and months, and transfers the
HTML files and their associated graphic files to these directories.
Another problem has been with third party applications. For this discussion we will define a third


























augments Number by 1
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This is somewhat misleading since some of the applets that are invoked from dtlite have similar
problems for like reasons.
There is no written standard outlining how a third party application should create a log entry.
Generally the application must assign a log entry number, give date and time, and create a keyword line.
However, the Harvester application performs no error checking. It will create an elog entry without a
proper Entry Number, keywords or text comment. In fact if the file exists as a filename it will attempt to
create a 0 length file that results in an invalid log entry.
Several years ago a script segment was written which can be included in a tcl/tk program, which
will perform an autolog. Some programs use this script, and some do not. At one time, every instance of
the script used the same temporary file when it was invoked, causing the predicable problems when two
applications attempted to use it at the same time. 
Since the records are not properly structured there is no separation between record data and
metadata. The record data itself should be in a format that is unchangeable once the log is posted.
Attached to each record should be metadata, which should include data classifying the record,
including such information as how long the record must be kept, disposition authority and the unique
record identification number. This metadata should be manageable using a record management
application. As it is there is no easy way to manage the records database.
The solutions to these problems are known. To implement them will require a redesign of the log
software, time and money. 
Instead of each logging client application creating its own log record directly, the client
application should send the record information to a File Conversion Utility. This application will attach
the metadata to each record, assign the unique log identification number and then create the file record,
in a format not based on the day/time stamp. All software will have to create a log the same way,
through the File Conversion Utility. 
Another complication that must be addressed is the complexity of the computing environment.
Logs can be posted from various LAN systems, as well as through the Internet using secure connections
from various geographical locations. Timestamping becomes a vitally important issue. The time the log
is written and sent to the system is not necessarily the time that it will be posted. A robust system must
be able to deal with outages and service interruptions. Logs that are posted from various sources must
eventually be added to the logging system, with both the posting time and record creation time noted. 
Solving these problems will require a complete rewrite of our present electronic logging
software, and perhaps of all the third party programs that create elog entries. It will be a massive
undertaking, but a necessary one. The requirement to keep accurate and complete records of machine
operations makes solving these problems mandatory.
 
6. STEPS TO IMPLEMENTATION
 
To avoid problems in deploying an electronic logging system follow these steps.
1. Start with a Requirements Document.
2. Include standards for all client applications (User input and autologging.)
3. Use a File Conversion Application
4. Include requirements for File Management; including error logging, backup and
troubleshooting.
5. Include requirements for Record Management; including record scheduling, archiving, and
metadata management.
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6. Include requirements for the log viewer applications, if it is expected that a web browser will
be used, insure that the HTML code conforms to W3C recommendations. 
7. Include requirements for a search utility to allow multiple threaded searches on log data, by
both specific fields and text.
8. Require a policy document to detail how log files will be backed up and how records will be
archived. 
Fig. 11: Electronic Logging System
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